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September 18, 2012  
 
 
Board of Trustees 
Emergency Medical Services Authority 
1417 North Lansing Avenue 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74106-5906 
 
 
Attention:  Lilian Perryman, Chairman 
 
 

We are pleased to present this report related to our audit of the financial statements and compliance of 

Emergency Medical Services Authority (the Authority) for the year ended June 30, 2012. This report 

summarizes certain matters required by professional standards to be communicated to you in your 

oversight responsibility for the Authority’s financial and compliance reporting process.  

 

This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of Trustees and management and 

is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties. It will be our 

pleasure to respond to any questions you have regarding this report. We appreciate the opportunity to 

continue to be of service to Emergency Medical Services Authority. 
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Required Communications 

Auditing guidance requires the auditor to communicate certain matters to keep those charged with 

governance adequately informed about matters related to the financial statement audit that are, in our 

professional judgment, significant and relevant to the responsibilities of those charged with governance in 

overseeing the financial reporting process. The following summarizes these communications: 

Area  Comments 

Auditor’s Responsibility Under 
Professional Standards 

 Our responsibility under auditing standards generally accepted in 
the United States of America and Government Auditing 
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United 
States, and provisions of OMB Circular A-133 and OMB’s 
Compliance Supplement, has been described to you in our 
arrangement letter dated February 20, 2012, and is included 
within Exhibit A. 

Accounting Practices  Adoption of, or Change in, Accounting Policies 

Management has the ultimate responsibility for the 
appropriateness of the accounting policies used by the Authority. 
The Authority did not adopt any significant new accounting 
policies impacting the current year financial statements, nor have 
there been any changes in existing significant accounting policies 
during the current year. 

  Significant or Unusual Transactions 

We did not identify any significant or unusual transactions or 
significant accounting policies in controversial or emerging areas 
for which there is a lack of authoritative guidance or consensus. 

  Alternative Treatments Discussed with Management 

We did not discuss with management any alternative treatments 
within generally accepted accounting principles for accounting 
policies and practices related to material items during the current 
audit period. 

Management’s Judgments and 
Accounting Estimates 

 Summary information about the process used by management in 
formulating particularly sensitive accounting estimates and about 
our conclusions regarding the reasonableness of those estimates 
is in the attached “Summary of Accounting Estimates.” 

Audit Adjustments  Audit adjustments recorded by the Authority are attached with the 
representation letter included within Exhibit A. 

Uncorrected Misstatements  Uncorrected misstatements are summarized in the attached 
“Summary of Uncorrected Misstatements.” 
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Area  Comments 

Disagreements with Management  We encountered no disagreements with management over the 
application of significant accounting principles, the basis for 
management’s judgments on any significant matters, the scope 
of the audit or significant disclosures to be included in the 
financial statements. 

Consultations with Other 
Accountants 

 We are not aware of any consultations management had with 
other accountants about accounting or auditing matters. 

Significant Issues Discussed with 
Management 

 No significant issues arising from the audit were discussed or 
were the subject of correspondence with management. 

Difficulties Encountered in 
Performing the Audit 

 We did not encounter any difficulties in dealing with management 
during the audit. 

Accounting Pronouncements  Please refer to representation letter in Exhibit A for new 
accounting pronouncements that have been recently issued that 
may affect the Authority’s financial reporting in future periods. 

Report on Internal Control Over 
Financial Reporting and on 
Compliance and Other Matters 
Based on Audit of Financial 
Statements Performed in 
Accordance with Government 
Auditing Standards 

 We have separately issued a report on internal control over 
financial reporting and on compliance and other matters based 
on an audit of the financial statements and major programs 
performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards 
and OMB Circular A-133. This communication is included within 
the Authority’s June 30, 2012 Compliance Report. 

Significant Written 
Communications Between 
Management and Our Firm 

 Copies of significant written communications between our firm 
and the management of the Authority are attached as Exhibit A. 
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Emergency Medical Services Authority 

Summary of Accounting Estimates 

Year Ended June 30, 2012 

Accounting estimates are an integral part of the preparation of financial statements and are based upon 
management’s current judgment. The process used by management encompasses their knowledge and 
experience about past and current events and certain assumptions about future events. You may wish to 
monitor throughout the year the process used to compute and record these accounting estimates. The 
following describes the significant accounting estimates reflected in the Authority’s June 30, 2012 
financial statements: 

Area Accounting Policy Estimation Process Comments 

Depreciable Useful 
Life of Capital Assets 

The depreciable useful 
life of capital assets is 
set at the estimated 
useful life of the related 
asset. 

The determination is 
made at the time the 
asset is placed into 
service and involves 
various judgments and 
assumptions based on 
prior experience. 

We believe the 
estimates used by 
management of the 
Authority are 
reasonable. 

Allowance for 
Doubtful Accounts 

The allowance for 
doubtful accounts is 
based on 
management’s estimate 
of collectability of 
identified receivables, 
as well as aging of 
customer accounts. 

The allowance is 
adjusted as information 
and specific accounts 
become available. The 
Authority also compares 
current allowance 
amounts to prior-year 
collection or write-off 
experience. 

We tested the 
underlying information 
supporting this 
allowance, including the 
most recent aging 
reports and collection 
experience. We 
concluded that 
management’s estimate 
is reasonable. 

Allowance for 
Contractual 
Adjustments 

The allowance for 
contractual adjustments 
is based on third-party 
payor contracts, 
analysis of historical 
trends and other factors. 

The contractual 
allowances are adjusted 
as information about 
third-party payor 
contracts becomes 
available, as changes in 
contracts occur and as 
payment items are 
known. 

We tested the 
underlying information 
supporting this 
allowance, including the 
most recent accounts 
receivable reports by 
payor and write-off 
experience. We 
concluded that 
management’s 
allowance methodology 
and estimates are 
reasonable. 
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Emergency Medical Services Authority 

Summary of Uncorrected Misstatements 

Year Ended June 30, 2012 

During the course of our audit, we accumulated uncorrected misstatements that were determined by 

management to be immaterial, both individually and in the aggregate, to the statements of financial 

position, results of operations and cash flows and to the related financial statement disclosures. Following 

is a summary of those differences: 
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Communications between Management 
and Our Firm 
 















September 18, 2012 

McGiadrey LLP 
4801 Main Street 
Suite 400 
Kansas City, Missouri 64112 

In connection with your audits of the basic financial statements of the Emergency Medical SeNices 
Authority (the Authority) as of and for the years ended June 30, 2012 and 2011, we confirm that we are 
responsible for the fair presentation in the financial statements of financial position, changes in financial 
position, and cash flows in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States 
of America. 

We confirm to the best of our knowledge and belief, as of September 18, 2012 the following 
representations made to you during your audits: 

1. The financial statements referred to above are fairly presented in conformity with accounting 
principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 

2. We are a joint venture having as participants the following listed organizations, each of which 
retains an ongoing financial interest or an ongoing financial responsibility, as these terms are 
defined in Section 2100 of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board's Codification of 
Governmental Accounting and Financial Reporting Standards: 

a. City of Tulsa, Oklahoma 

b. City of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

3. We have identified for you all of our funds and identifiable business-type activities. 

4. We have properly classified all funds and activities. 

5. We are responsible for compliance with laws and regulations applicable to the Authority including 
adopting, approving and amending budgets. 

6. We have identified and disclosed to you all laws and regulations that have a direct and material 
effect on the determination of financial statement amounts including legal and contractual 
provisions for reporting specific activities in separate funds. 

7. We have made available to you: 

a. All financial records and related data of all funds and activities, including those of all special 
funds, programs, departments, projects, activities, etc., in existence at any time during the 
period covered by your audit. 

b. All minutes of the meetings of the governing board and committees of board members or 
summaries of actions of recent meetings for which minutes have not yet been prepared. 
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c. All communications from grantors, lenders, other funding sources, or regulatory agencies 
concerning noncompliance with: 

i. Statutory, regulatory or contractual provisions or requirements. 

ii. Financial reporting practices that could have a material effect on the financial 
statements. 

8. We have no knowledge of fraud or suspected fraud affecting the entity involving: 

a. Management. 

b. Employees who have significant roles in the internal control, or 

c. Others where the fraud could have a material effect on the financial statements. 

9. We acknowledge our responsibility for the design and implementation of programs and controls to 
provide reasonable assurance that fraud is prevented and detected. 

10. We have no knowledge of any allegations of fraud or suspected fraud affecting the Authority 
received in communications from employees, former employees, analysts, regulators or others. 

11. We are aware of no significant deficiencies, including material weaknesses, in the design or 
operation of internal controls that could adversely affect the entity's ability to record, process, 
summarize and report financial data. 

12. There have been no communications from regulatory agencies concerning noncompliance with, 
or deficiencies in, financial reporting practices. 

13. We have no plans or intentions that may materially affect the carrying value or classification of 
assets and liabilities. 

14. The following have been properly recorded and/or disclosed in the financial statements: 

a. Related-party transactions, including those with joint ventures in which the Authority has an 
interest as defined in Section 2100 of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board's 
Codification of Governmental Accounting and Financial Reporting Standards, and interfund 
transactions, including interfund accounts and advances receivable and payable, sale and 
purchase transactions, interfund transfers, long-term loans, leasing arrangements, and 
guarantees, all of which have been recorded in accordance with the economic substance of 
the transaction and appropriately classified and reported. 

b. Line of credit or similar arrangements. 

c. Any other liens or encumbrances on assets or revenues or any assets or revenues which 
were pledged as collateral for any liability or which were subordinated in any way. 

d. All leases and material amounts of rental obligations under long-term leases. 

e. All significant estimates and material concentrations known to management which are 
required to be disclosed in accordance with the AICPA's Statement of Position No. 94-6, 
Disclosure of Certain Significant Risks and Uncertainties. Significant estimates are 
estimates at the balance sheet date which could change materially within the next year. 
Concentrations refer to volumes of business, revenues, available sources of supply, or 
markets for which events could occur which would significantly disrupt normal finances 
within the next year. 
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f. Risk financing activities. 

g. Deposits category of custodial credit risk. 

h. Restrictions on cash balances for grant advances. 

i. Pension obligations. 

j. Net asset classifications. 

15. We are responsible for making the accounting estimates included in the financial statements. 
Those estimates reflect our judgment based on our knowledge and experience about past and 
current events and our assumptions about conditions we expect to exist and courses of action we 
expect to take. In that regard, adequate provisions have been made: 

a. To reduce receivables to their estimated net collectable amounts. 

b. For estimated adjustments to revenue, such as for denied claims or other estimated 
retroactive adjustments by third-party payers. 

c. For obligations related to third-party payor contracts and contractual settlements. 

16. There are no: 

a. Material transactions that have not been properly recorded in the accounting records 
underlying the financial statements. 

b. Violations or possible violations of laws or regulations whose effects should be considered 
for disclosure in the financial statements or as a basis for recording a loss contingency. In 
that regard, we specifically represent that we have not been designated as, or alleged to be, 
a "potentially responsible party" by the Federal Environmental Protection Agency or any 
equivalent state agencies in connection with any environmental contamination. 

c. Other material liabilities or gain or loss contingencies that are required to be accrued or 
disclosed by the Contingencies Topic of the FASB Accounting Standards Codification 
and/or GASB Statement No. 10. 

d. Guarantees, whether written or oral, under which the Authority is contingently liable. 

e. Arrangements with financial institutions involving compensating balances. 

f. Agreements to repurchase assets previously sold. 

g. Security agreements in effect under the Uniform Commercial Code. 

h. There are no investments other than certificates of deposit. 

i. Amounts of contractual obligations for construction and purchase of real property or 
equipment not included in the liabilities or encumbrances recorded on the books. 

j. Liabilities which are subordinated in any way to any other actual or possible liabilities. 

k. Debt issue repurchase options or agreements, or sinking fund debt repurchase ordinance 
requirements. 
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I. Debt issue provisions. 

m. Authorized but unissued bonds and/or notes. 

n. Derivative financial instruments. 

o. Special and extraordinary items. 

p. Arbitrage rebate liabilities. 

q. Impairment of capital assets. 

r. Obsolete, damaged or excess inventories. 

s. Investments, intangibles and other assets which have permanently declined in value. 

t. Uninsured losses or loss retentions (deductibles) attributable to events occurring through 
June 30, 2012, and/or for expected retroactive insurance premium adjustments applicable 
to periods through June 30, 2012. 

u. Postretirement benefits other than pensions, and deferred compensation agreements 
attributable to employee services rendered through June 30, 2012. 

v. Material losses to be sustained in the fulfillment of, or from the inability to fulfill, any service 
commitments. 

w. Material losses to be sustained as a result of purchase commitments. 

x. Environmental cleanup obligations. 

17. The following GASB Pronouncements which have been issued, but which we have not yet 
adopted and are not disclosed in the financials since the new standards are not expected to 
significantly impact the Authority's financial statements: 

a. GASB Statement No. 62, Codification of Accounting and Financial Reporting Guidance 
Contained in Pre-November 30, 1989 FASB and A/CPA Pronouncements, issued January 
2011, will be effective for the Authority beginning with its year ending June 30, 2013. This 
Statement is intended to enhance the usefulness of the Codification of Governmental 
Accounting and Financial Reporting Standards by incorporating guidance that previously 
could only be found in certain FASB and AICPA pronouncements. This Statement 
incorporates into the GASB's authoritative literature the applicable guidance previously 
presented in the following pronouncements issued before November 30, 1989: FASB 
Statements and Interpretations, Accounting Principles Board Opinions, and Accounting 
Research Bulletins of the AI CPA's Committee on Accounting Procedure. By incorporating 
and maintaining this guidance in a single source, the GASB believes that GASB 62 reduces 
the complexity of locating and using authoritative literature needed to prepare state and 
local government financial reports. 
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b. GASB Statement No. 63, Financial Reporting of Deferred Outflows of Resources, Deferred 
Inflows of Resources and Net Position, issued July 2011, will be effective for the Authority 
beginning with its year ending June 30, 2013. This Statement is intended to improve 
financial reporting by providing citizens and other users of state and local government 
financial reports with information about how past transactions will continue to impact a 
government's financial statements in the future. This Statement provides a new statement 
of net position format to report all assets, deferred outflows of resources, liabilities deferred 
inflows of resources, and net position (which is the net residual amount of the other 
elements). The Statement requires that deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows 
of resources be reported separately from assets and liabilities. This Statement also amends 
certain provisions of Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements-and Management's 
Discussion and Analysis-for State and Local Governments, and related pronouncements 
to reflect the residual measure in the statement of financial position as net position, rather 
than net assets. 

c. GASB Statement No. 65, Items Previously Reported as Assets and Liabilities, issued April 
2012, will be effective for the Authority beginning with its year ending June 30, 2014. This 
Statement clarifies the appropriate reporting of deferred outflows of resources and deferred 
inflows of resources to ensure consistency in financial reporting. GASB Concepts 
Statement (CON) No. 4, Elements of Financial Statements, specifies that recognition of 
deferred outflows and deferred inflows should be limited to those instances specifically 
identified in authoritative GASB pronouncements. Consequently, guidance was needed to 
determine which balances being reported as assets and liabilities should actually be 
reported as deferred outflows of resources or deferred inflows of resources, according to 
the definitions in CON 4. Based on those definitions, this Statement reclassifies certain 
items currently being reported as assets and liabilities as deferred outflows of resources 
and deferred inflows of resources. In addition, the Statement recognizes certain items 
currently being reported as assets and liabilities as outflows of resources and inflows of 
resources. 

18. There are no unasserted claims or assessments that our lawyer has advised us are probable of 
assertion and must be disclosed in accordance with the Contingencies Topic of the FASB 
Accounting Standards Codification and/or GASB Statement No. 10. 

19. We have no direct or indirect, legal or moral obligation for any debt of any organization, public or 
private that is not disclosed in the financial statement. 

20. We have satisfactory title to all owned assets. 

21. We have complied with all aspects of contractual agreements that would have a material effect on 
the financial statements in the event of noncompliance. 

22. Net asset components (invested in capital assets and unrestricted) are properly classified and, 
when applicable, approved. 

23. Expenses or expenditures have been appropriately classified. 

24. Revenues are appropriately classified. 

25. Capital assets are properly capitalized, reported and depreciated. 

26. We believe the implementation of GASB Statement Nos. 57 and 64 is appropriate and had no 
effect on the financial statements of the Authority. 
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27. With respect to supplementary information presented in relation to the financial statements as a 
whole: 

a. We acknowledge our responsibility for the presentation of such information. 

b. We believe such information, including its form and content, is fairly presented in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 

c. The methods of measurement or presentation have not changed from those used in the 
prior period. 

d. There are no significant assumptions or interpretations regarding the measurement or 
presentation of such information. 

e. When supplementary information is not presented with the audited financial statements, we 
will make the audited financial statements readily available to the intended users of the 
supplementary information no later than the date of issuance of the supplementary 
information and the auditor's report thereon. 

28. With respect to the management discussion and analysis presented as required by Governmental 
Accounting Standards Board (GASB) to supplement the basic financial statements: 

a. We acknowledge our responsibility for the presentation of such required supplementary 
information. 

b. We believe such required supplementary information is measured and presented in 
accordance with guidelines prescribed by accounting principles generally accepted in the 
United States of America. 

c. The methods of measurement or presentation have not changed from those used in the 
prior period. 

d. There are no significant assumptions or interpretations regarding the measurement or 
presentation of such information. 

29. In connection with your audit, conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we 
confirm: 

a. We are responsible for: 

i. Compliance with the laws, regulations and provisions of contracts and grant 
agreements applicable to the Authority. 

ii. Establishing and maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting. 

b. We have identified and disclosed to you: 

i. All laws, regulations and provisions of contracts and grant agreements that have a 
direct and material effect on the determinations of financial statement amounts or 
other financial data significant to audit objectives. 

ii. There are no violations (and possible violations) of laws, regulations, and provisions 
of contracts and grant agreements whose effects should be considered for 
disclosure in the auditor's report on noncompliance. 
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c. We are not aware of any fraud, illegal acts, violations of provisions of contracts or grant 
agreements, or abuse that has been reported. 

d. We have a process to track the status of audit findings and recommendations. 

e. We have identified for you previous audits, attestation engagements, performance audits, or 
other studies related to the objectives of the audit being undertaken and the corrective 
action taken to address significant findings and recommendations. 

f. We have reviewed, approved, and take full responsibility for the financial statements and 
related notes and acknowledge the auditor's role in the preparation of this information. 

g. We have reviewed, approved, and take full responsibility for all accrual adjustments, and an 
acknowledgement of the auditor's role in the preparation of the adjustments. 

30. In connection with your audit of federal awards conducted in accordance with OMB Circular A-

133, Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, we confirm: 

a. We are responsible for complying, and we have complied, with the requirements of OMB 
Circular A-133. 

b. We are responsible for understanding and complying with the requirements of laws, 
regulations, and the provisions of contracts and grant agreements related to each of our 
federal programs. 

c. We are responsible for establishing and maintaining, and we have established and 
maintained, effective internal control over compliance for federal programs that provides 
reasonable assurance that we are managing federal awards in compliance with laws, 
regulations, and the provisions of contracts or grant agreements that could h ave a material 
effect on our federal programs. 

d. We have prepared the schedule of expenditures of federal awards in accordance with 
Circular A-133 and have included expenditures made during the period being audited for all 
awards provided by federal agencies in the form of grants, federal cost-reimbursement 
contracts, loans, loan guarantees, property (including donated surplus property), 
cooperative agreements, interest subsidies, insurance, food commodities, direct 
appropriations and other assistance. 

e. We have identified and disclosed to you the requirements of laws, regulations, and the 
provisions of contracts and grant agreements that are considered to have a direct and 
material effect on each major program. 

f. We have made available all contracts and grant agreements (including amendments, if any) 
and any other correspondence relevant to federal programs and related activities that have 
taken place with federal agencies or pass-through entities. 

g. There is no amount questioned or known noncompliance with the direct and material 
compliance requirements of federal awards. 

h. We believe that we have complied with the direct and material compliance requirements. 

i. We have made available all documentation related to compliance with the direct and 
material compliance requirements, including information related to federal program financial 
reports and claims for advances and reimbursements. 
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j. We have provided you our interpretations of any compliance requirements that are subject 
to varying interpretations. 

k. We are not aware of any communication from grantors and pass-through entities 
concerning possible noncompliance with the direct and material compliance requirements, 
including communications received from the end of the period covered by the compliance 
audit to the date of your report. 

I. We have disclosed to you the findings received and related corrective actions taken for 
previous audits, attestation engagements, and internal or external monitoring that directly 
relate to the objectives of the compliance audit, including findings received and corrective 
actions taken from the end of the period covered by the compliance audit to the date of your 
report. 

m. We are responsible for taking corrective action on audit findings of the compliance audit. 

n. We have provided you with all information on the status of the follow-up on prior audit 
findings by federal awarding agencies and pass-through entities, including all management 
decisions. 

o. We are not aware of any known noncompliance with direct and material compliance 
requirements occurring subsequent to the period covered by your report. 

p. We are not aware of any changes in internal control over compliance or other factors that 
might significantly affect internal control subsequent to the date as of which compliance is 
audited. 

q. Federal program financial reports and claims for advances and reimbursements are 
supported by the books and records from which the basic financial statements have been 
prepared. 

r. The copies of federal program financial reports provided to you are true copies of the 
reports submitted, or electronically transmitted, to the federal agency or pass-through entity, 
as applicable. 

s. We have charged costs to federal awards in accordance with applicable cost principles. 

t. We are responsible for, and have accurately prepared, the summary schedule of prior audit 
findings to include all findings required to be included in Circular A-133. 

u. We have accurately completed appropriate sections of the data collection form. We further 
acknowledge our responsibility for the complete, accurate and timely filing of the data 
collection form with the Federal Audit Clearinghouse. 

31. We are responsible for determining that significant events or transactions that have occurred 
since the balance sheet date and through September 18, 2012, have been recognized or 
disclosed in the financial statements. No events or transactions have occurred subsequent to the 
balance sheet date and through September 18, 2012 that would require recognition or disclosure 
in the financial statements. We further represent that as of September 18, 2012, the financial 
statements were complete in a form and format that complied with accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States of America, and all approvals necessary for issuance of the 
financial statements had been obtained. 

32. During the course of your audits, you may have accumulated records containing data that should 
be reflected in our books and records. All such data have been so reflected. Accordingly, copies 
of such records in your possession are no longer needed by us. 
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As of and for the year ended June 30, 2012, we believe that the effects of the uncorrected misstatements 
aggregated by you and summarized below are immaterial, both individually and in the aggregate to the 
basic financial statements. For purposes of this representation, we consider items to be material, 
regardless of their size, if they involve the misstatement or omission of accounting information that, in 
light of surrounding circumstances, makes it probable that the judgment of a reasonable person relying on 
the information would be changed or influenced by the omission or misstatement. 

Debit (Cred1t) to Correct the MISStatements 

Descnpuon 

Carryover •mpact from prev1ous years. 

OPES hab<hty S 
Current miSstatement. known error 

to accrue tor current year change '" OPES habllrty 

Assets L>ab1htles 

s (278.000) 

(42 000) 
SubtOUOI :::iS'=======:::i'==:=!i==:::=:: s (320.000) 

Effect of current year passed adjustments on 

net assets 

Total 

Emergency Medical Services Authority 

y/��� H. Stephen Williamson 
President and Chief Executive Officer 

}�P.� 
Kent S. Torrence 
Chief Financial Officer 

Net Assets Revenue 

s 278.000 s 

278 000 s 

42.000 
s 320.000 

Expense 

s 

42.000 
s 42.000 



Emergency Medical Services Authority 

Appendix A 

Number Date Name Account No Reference Annotatlon Debit Crtd� Recurrence 

PBCAJE13 0!i/300012 0!'1tr M sce . .antOlJ1i Racelvat»es 120-01.0ENT01 1505 2 174 59100 

PBCAJEI3 06/3CV2012 Y sce1.aneous Revenue Tu.sa Utilty Fee 450.()3.() ENT01 1505 2 174 59100 

To aelJUSI year end reoetVabte 

retale<IIO Tulsa U�lity Fee revenue 

PBCAJEI4 06/3012012 Y 5Celianeocs Revenue - T u1sa Ut·ltY Fee 450.()3.() ENT01 1505 29039932 

PBCAJEI4 06/3012012 Olner roes-Tu1sa lJ1,1rty ree 720-06-1 ENT01 1505 �44907 

PBCAJEI4 0!i/300012 FII'SI Responoet ree 720-07-1 ENT01 1505 235 9!10 25 

... o ao,ust expendrtures 10 agree 

wo� aetua· ror 111e Fit$! RespOnde!'s Fee 

PBC AJE 1: 06/3012012 Reco<val>le- Grant .nvoooes Pa<l 12().()3.()ENT01 Pee 59 102 00 

PBCAJE 11 06/3012012 Rece<vao.e- Grant nvooces Pa<l 12().()3.()ENT01 PBC 6 13200 

PBCAJE 11 0813012012 Reoervao.e- Grant .nvo.oes Pa.cl 12().()3.()ENT01 PBC 31.731 00 

PBC AJE a• 0513012012 Rec:etva:>�e- Grant .t"'YYOIeS Paod t2().()3.()ENT01 PBC 8 24500 

PBCAJEI' 061'30f2012 RtcetVaooe- Grant J"/VVOIeS Pa.d '2().()3.()ENT01 PBC 24 87900 

PBCAJE I' 061300012 Rec:ervaD.e- Grant .tlVOIOH Pa.a 12().()3.()ENT01 PBC 96 41500 

PBCAJE I' 06/3012012 Reco<va�. Grant .nvooceo Paod 12().()3.()ENT01 PBC 45.72900 

PBCAJE I' 06/3012012 Accrueod L.all<lfJe& 21().()1.QENT01 PBC 1291l90 00 

PBCAJE •• 06/3012012 Accrued Lal>llr.les 21().()1.() ENT01 PBC 9641500 

PBCAJE a: 06/3012012 Accrued L.at.l"""' 21().()1.QENT01 PBC 4562800 

To aa:OJe Grant d sbun;ements pa<l 

,n Jw.y tor June expenses 

2,737,024.32 2.737.024.32 

Not lncomo (Loss) (10.780,491.00) 



 

 

 
 
The Board of Trustees 
Emergency Medical Services Authority 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
 

In connection with our audit of the financial statements of the Emergency Medical Services Authority (the 
Authority) as of and for the year ended June 30, 2012, we identified deficiencies in internal control over 
financial reporting (control deficiencies).  

A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or 
employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and correct 
misstatements on a timely basis. A deficiency in design exists when a control necessary to meet the 
control objective is missing, or when an existing control is not properly designed so that even if the control 
operates as designed, the control objective would not be met. A deficiency in operation exists when a 
properly designed control does not operate as designed or when the person performing the control does 
not possess the necessary authority or qualifications to perform the control effectively. 

A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control, such that there is 
a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the financial statements will not be prevented, or 
detected and corrected on a timely basis. 

A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control that is less 
severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged with 
governance. 

Following is a description of an identified control deficiency that we determined did not constitute a 
significant deficiency or material weakness: 

Segregation of duties: Individuals within the accounting department have incompatible duties in 
financial statement reporting transaction cycles. Duties in these transactions cycles are not 
adequately segregated to safeguard the Authority’s assets. The Accounting Manager has the ability 
to initiate a purchase order, approve an invoice for payment, make entries to the general ledger and 
generate payment. Also, the Western Division Director, Supervisor, Customer Service personnel, and 
Accounts Receivable clerks have access to payments, can authorize and record discounts and 
adjustments, can make changes to patient’s billing file information, reconcile contractual adjustments 
to supporting remittance and can suppress statements from being issued to patients. The key 
compensating controls include management’s monthly review of the financial statements as 
presented to the Board, independent reconciliations of cash, and the CFO’s review and manual 
signature on checks. However, to improve the key compensating controls, we further recommend the 
Authority separate these responsibilities to reduce the risk of improper financial statement 
transactions. 

This communication is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of Trustees, management 
and federal awarding agencies and pass-through entities and is not intended to be and should not be 
used by anyone other than these specified parties 

 
Kansas City, Missouri 
September 18, 2012  


